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Led Zeppelin was formed in 1968 in London, England and on that day, quite simply, Rock was 

born! Many critics consider Led Zeppelin to be one of the most successful, innovative, and 

influential rock groups in history. This is evident today by their ever-growing fan base. They are 

one of the bestselling music artists in the history of audio recording; and Rolling Stone 

magazine described them as “the heaviest band of all time”, “the biggest band of the Seventies”, 

and “unquestionably one of the most enduring bands in rock history”. The band’s blues 

explosions frequently gave way to heavy folk, mystical psychedelic rock and orchestral detours–

a testament to the U.K. group’s versatility and willingness to push sonic boundaries. Led 

Zeppelin were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995. 

The Zep Show is a visual and audio spectacle that time travels you back to the age when Rock 

was born. The Zep Show is dedicated to thrilling audiences in Theatres and Festival stages 

across North America capturing the look, attitude and most importantly, sound of the greatest 

rock band in history. These four – full time, professional musicians have devoted their lives to 

preforming live rock and the affinity they share with each other and the music they love, is as 

apparent as it is authentic. Masterful musicianship, spot-on vocals and striking visuals 

make The Zep Show an extremely convincing and authentic rendition of Led Zeppelin from the 

late ’60’s into the early ’70’s. 

“It’s not at all an easy task to re-create the incredible energy, genre-breaking sound and stage 

presence that skyrocketed Led Zeppelin to stardom in the late ’60’s. My band mates and I have 

a very deep connection with this music and at every show, we pay homage with soaring vocals 

and heavy, intricate rock riffs”, shares singer Al Langlade. “it’s a unique synergy, the 

combination of this group of musicians performing these songs that make it such a convincing 

tribute”. With Lead Vocals by Al Langlade, Sean O’Grady on Drums, Daz Atkinson on Guitar, and 

Michael Swec on Bass and Keyboards, it really wouldn’t sound or feel the same with anybody 

else playing these roles. 

 


